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Explicit, but entertaining
.

.

BY JENNIFER PUTNAM
Asst. Campus News Editor

Xavier students did not have to
go to Soupie's this past Saturday
to get their fill of sex and driigs.
They· were entertained with sex
jokes and stories of getting
wasted when comedian Dave
Chapelle performed at the Cintas ·
Center. ·
Questionably "high," but definitely funny, Chapelle spoke to
the audience like he was just
hanging out with friends~·
His explicit, yet humorous an~
tics and jokes met students' expectations. as he talked about
"getting high," one of Chapelle's ·
infamous trademarks.
Over 1,800 students attended
Chapelle's performance, setting
the record for the highest attendance number for any SAC function. "I was very pleased with the
turnout and support of all who at~
tended," said junior SAC Special ·
Events' Coordinator Eric Rhodes.
The SAC-sponsored performance was the final event of
STYUKA, a charity concert held
'

to benefit ReSTOC, a low-income which is to hit movie theaters May
housing cooperative in downtown 31.
Cincinnati.
This up-and-coming· comedian
Combined, STYUKA and began his career in comedy clubs
Chapelle raised over $10,000 for in his hometown, Washington,
the organization.
D.C. as a teenager. He .has also
"He was hysterical," said jun- performed on "The Late Show
ior Tina Palmer. "I wanted to go with David Letterman~" "Late ·
to Blockbuster and rent 'Half- Night with Conan O'Brien" and
Bak~d' just sc>-1 could see him·· has even hosted-his own-HBO com~
again!"
edy special.
Chapelle involved the audiWith such a successful turnence by bumming a cigarette out, SAC is already discussing
from one student and even crack- options for next year's show. ing jokes with Xavier's own cam- There are no definite plans, but'
pus police.
the idea of a comedy fest has been
He is most i.videly known for suggested;
his performance as a stoner in
Until then, students will have
"Half Baked," a movie about four to waif and see· if Xavier can
friends and their love for marijuana. handle someone or something as
However, Chapelle has quite a entertaining as Dave Chapelle in
few movies· under his belt with the future.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRANDY DUNLAP
more on the way. He was first
seen as one of the "merry men"
Dave Chapelle entertained the Xavier community Saturday
night with jokes, antics and a few ludicrous remarks.
in "Robin Hood: Men in Tights."
Since then, his film credits include "Con Air," "The Nutty Pro~
fessor," "Blue Streak" and
"Screwed." He will also be starring _in the. so~m-to-be-released
movie, "Undercover Brother,"

ROTC has a ball

Gallagher
up in smoke
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO
Senior News Editor

Early Thursday morning, a fire
broke out in the theater of the
Gallagher Student Center.
Fire trucks responded to
smoke alarms that had been triggered, evacuating three cleaning
st~ff employees from the building and extinguishing the fire in
an hour.
"The Cincinnati Fire Investigators, a5 well as. the Xavier Insurance investigators, have determined
that it started from what appears to
be careless smoking," Xavier University Police Chief Michael
Couch commented.
Investigations are currently
underway. Multiple Xavier
events have been postponed due
to the theater being closed, includin·g the Swing· Band &
Muskie Blues concert, a faculty
assembly, and the XU Singers Con©2002 Tire Xavier Newswire
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certs.
Jim Miller, the director of the
· Gallagher Student Center, confirmed there are security cameras
in the theater area and they will
be reviewed.
It is estimated that approximately $50,000 worth of damage ·
occurred to equipm·ent, such as
the stage curtain and set pieces
from the recent play, "A
Midwinter's Tale." .
"We are working with .the Cin~
cinnati Fire Department as well as
Xavier's insurance to determine·
whether or not anyone can specifically be held accountable,"
said Couch.
The Gallagher Center did not
close, with the exception of the
theater, ·and will be open as usual
with crews working to repair the
area.
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. A handful of ROTC cadets cut loose last Friday at the Military Ball held in the
Cintas Center. The event was sponsored by Xavier ROTC.
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Sisters of charity
Are you interested in learning more about the religious
life? The Sisters of Charity invite you to a weekend at The
Mount
St.
Joseph
Motherhouse. The ''Come and
See" weekend will be held May
17-19 for women ages 19 to 45.
. Listen, pray and reflect about
where God may be calling you
in your life. For more information, call Sr. Monica Gundler at
244-4844 or email her at
monica-gundler.mail.msj.edu.

Final lecture
Ron Miller, chair of Lake
Forrest Colleg'e department of
feligion wiU review James
Carroll's book, Constantines
Sword, as part of the Xavier
Common Ground Series. The
lecture will take place Tues~ ·
May 14 at 7:30 p.m. in Kelley
Auditorium. Admission is free
for .studetns and $10 for nonstudents. Parking is available
at the Cintas Center on Herald
Avenue to purchase tickets in
advance contact Sheila Speth
at 745-3922.
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·.Students continue week ofprOteSt
"speak-out," which invited anyone
Senior News Editor
to come up and share their experiTake Back the Night (TBTN), ences. Some women spoke emoan annual antivioler,ce protest and tionally of their past and how they
march .held downtown, was sup- . overcame abuse, inciting hope for
ported by approximately I 00 fellow silent victims.
Xavier students this past Thurs"Only three weeks after we got
day.
married·, the abuse started. If you're
"The turnout was amazing," not in an ..abus~ve, rela~ionship, ~.t
said 'junior Audr~y Martin, a st~~ least you're here learning. Theimdent coordinator. "We were over- portant thing is to listen [to vicjoyed to see as many students, men tims]," said Lydia Scharstein, the
and women, come out and show domestic violence keynote speaker.
their support."
The march back was a candleThe march across to Kentucky light vigil, walked in silence to repand speakers afterward .were the resent those unspoken individuals
closing stages of a week filled with whose voice cannot be heard.
events and activities to bring
Another event during TBTN
awareness to victims of sexual and week took place Wednesday, as lodomestic abuse.
cal folk singer Tracy Walker perAs people gathered at the Bi- formed in the Gallagher Student
centennial Commons downtown, Center in front of a large crowd.
onlookers watched the TroubaWalker was brought to Xavier
dours, a local high scho~l drama by the Xavier Alliance, who were
troop. Through small orati<;ms, celebrating· their end of the year
they raised the question: ·~re you banquet.
stepping closer to empower"The XU Alliance was thrilled
ment?"
to have her," said club President
While the sun was setting on Chris Seelbach.
the Ohio River, the congregation
"Realizing that homosexuality
··crossed the border with loud, bois- · is not a 'white' characteristic, we
terous chants.- Afterwards, MUSE feel it is our responsibility to reach
- Cincinnati Women's Choir~ . out to all members of the GLBT
treated the crowd to a musical per- community, and hopefully this
formance.
event helps us do that."
Multiple speakers talked to an
The atrium provided the perfect
assembly of listeners, and awards atmosphere for Walker to play, bewere given to local high school cause of the high-traffic area and
students who submitted winning excellent acoustics. With only her
t-shirt designs.
guitar as accompaniment, her powMicrophones were set up and erful voice never echoed a false or
the floor was open during .a compromised note.

BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO
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Tracy Walker sings to a Gallagher Center crowd as a part of the
Take Back the Night week.
·
"Tracy has an unbelievably rich ·
voicet Seelbach added. "Each
note she sings brings out a new and
different emotion."
Take Back the Night and all the

Want to make a difference
this summer? Mercy Connections, a community outreach
center at the corner of Madison
and Woodburn Avenues, is in
need of summer volunteers.
Please ·contact DorothyDesherow· at 221-7331 to see
how you can help out.

Due to the · fire in the
Gallagher Center Theatre last
week, the Xavier Singers concert
has been moved to the Cintas
Center Banquet Room Thursday,
May 2 at 7:30 p.m. For more information, call 745-3205

The Italian Opera
Dinner pic;tures that
appeared in last
·Week~s . Newswire,
were taken by Fr.
·Tim Meier.

Police Notes
•rm=

-

ffH

April 23, 7:10 p.m.-A
student in the Village reported
that at 11 :30 a.m. a suspicious
male exited from the woods
and chased h~r to her apartment.

April 24, 6 p.m. - ·A student reported the theft of his
bookbag and laptop from the
0 1Connor ·sports center. Tlie
bag was left unattended.

April 27, 9:02 a.m. Campus Police assisted
. Norwood Police in apprehending a theft suspect who had
stolen merchandise from the
Kroger located in Norwood
Plata.

April 27, 9:20 a.m. - A
student reported he was robbed
while sitting on a park bench at
the intersection of Dana Avenue
and Reading Road. The suspect
tciok a CD player and· ran so~th
on Reading Road.

Finals week
We at The Newswire would
like to take up this valuable
space in the last paper of the
school year to convey to you,
our beloved readers; goodluck
and godspeed on your finals.

a

Clarification:

'

Volunteers needed

Concert
rescheduled

week's activities transcended usual
club function boundaries and garnered huge turnout from Xavier's
community.

April 26, 9 a.m. Employee reported the theft of
two "All Honors Day" banners
from the light poles on the residential mall.

April 27, 2:40 p.m. Three lockers were broken into
in the officials locker room of
Schmidt Fieldhouse. Wallets
and cash were removed from the
lockers.

April
27, 7:32 p.m. .
Campus Police assisted rl(sidence life in reference to a strong
odor of marijuana on 1he first
floor of Kuhlman Hall. A student was cited for possession .of
drug paraphernaila and underage possesion of alcohol.
(

April 27, 10:35 p.m.-An
RA in the Commons reported an
emergency exit sign had been
stolen from the second floor.

April 27, 11:30 p.m. Campus Police assisted residence life with a party on the
third floor of Buenger Hall. A
student was cited for failure to
cooperate with university officials and alcohol violation after
he lied about people being in
the room. Campus Police found ·
a total of 10 students hiding under beds and inside closets.

April 29, 1:36 a.m. Campus Police assisted Cincinnati Police in dispersing a large
party in the 900 block of Marion
Avenue.

April 30, 8:15 a.m. :--A
neighbor reported his house had
. been vandalized with eggs and
beer bottles. He believes students walking to a party on
Marion Avenue were responsible.

CAMPUS NEWS ·
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Rangers lead.way in competition
BY ELIZABETH. BONEAU
Campus News Editor
Xavier was proud to host the
2002 Best Ranger Competition on
April 20, a competition in which
its own cadets had a chance to
shine.
Rangers is an elite organization
of cadets who train above and beyond what is required of standard
ROTC cadets. Xavier is renowned
for its ROTC program, ranked ninth
in the nation, and its Ranger club
sets the standard for many schools
to follow.
The Best Ranger Competition
is held at Xavier every year at the
end of April. The bulk of the events
are held on Xavier's campus but
two of them take place off campus:
at Caesar Creek State Park and at
Lunken Airport.
Invitations are extended. to 10
schools throughout the ·Midwest
known for their prominent ROTC
programs. TIJ.is year, only
· Morehead State and Indiana Uni~
versity-Purdue Universtiy, Indianapolis (IUPUI) sent teams to compete against the Xavier Rangers.
The competition is the closest
lhing ROTC has to competitive
sports. It is an. all-around event designed to testthe Ranger's physical, mental and technical· abilities.

Rangers competed in two-person
buddy teams during the event,.
working together through each grueling event. ..
The teams tested themselves
and their skills in eight events: a
physical training test, basic rifle
marksmanship, constructing and
crossing a one-rope bridge, negoti~
ating a hand.grenade assault course
and a land navigation course, weapons assembly and a written patrolling test.
The scores from each of these
events were then tallied and put
into a time matrix for the final event
and ultimate challenge - the 10kilometer ruck run in which ·competitors run with rucksacks weighing up about 40 pounds.
The team with the mo~t points
going into the run started first, with
all subsequent foams beginning the
number of seconds behind them
corresponding to their point defi·
cit.
The ruck run pushed the Rangers to their limits and often determines who will win the entire competition.
"We just tried to have the RaQger
mentality,'~ said sophomore Patrick
Hicks, part of the winning team.
"During the ruck run, you feel

PHOTO COURTESY OF JEN PICKINPAUGH

Freshmen Greg Meyer (foreground) and sophomore Aaron Castiflo wade through the wormpit on
the. hanq grer:iade assault cou~se.

you don't want to hold your partner back, even if you 're struggling,
so you just keep on going," said
Hicks.
·
Hicks and his partner, junior
and Ranger Captain Justin Habash,
also won the physical training test
in addition to the ruck run. High
scores throughou't the d~y enabled
them to win the 2002 Best Ranger
Title.
Junior ·competitors Matt
Raymond and Jason Bugjaski wcm
on the hand grenade assault course
and the ·patrolling test, enabling
them to finish second overall.
Sophomores Elizabeth Adams ·
and Leah Mock won the basic rifle ·
marksmanship event, while freshmen Elliott
Brass and Norman
.
.
O'Neill won weapons·assembly;
Sophomore Ranger trainers
Patrick Oswiack and Eric Wicktora
swept the land navigation course
and one-rope.bridge events.
Many Xavier students competPHOTO COURTESY OF JEN PICKINPAUGH ing for the first time found their
Junior Justin Habash and sophomore Patrick Hicks are the winners long hours of hard work paid off,
of the 2002 ·Best Ranger Competition.
come Best Ranger time.

"The extra training we do as
Rangers has really put us heads
above our peers who didn't compete," said freshman Nate Showman, who finished seventh overall
with Ranger buddy Michael
Wocher.
"Without a doubt, nobody physically trains more than we do. We
have a reputation when we go
places. for a level of excellence
above other schools," he said.
"They did an outstanding job,''
Habash said of the first-time competitors.
''These freshmen are some of the
toughest on campus. They combine
the mental, physical and technical
aspects of what it means to be a sol.dier. I'm proud of them," he said.
'The Rangers worked hard be~
hind the scenes, as well. They constructed the hand grenade assault
course and one-rope bridge apparatus from scratch for the competition.
"It felt good to challenge them
and see them struggle a little bit,
because it showed us that we had

done a good job setting things up,"
said junior Cory Carter, part of last
year's winning team.
This Best Ranger Competition
was the last one for Captain Troy
Hensley, assistant professor of military science, an Army Ranger and
Ranger Club Adviser at Xavier.
Hensley will be leaving in July,
and many of his students credit him
with the success of the day and of
the program in general.
"Best Ranger is the best training we offer and Captain Hensley
did a great job setting it up. He's a
hero to most of us," Hicks said.
As Hensley moves on, he leaves
behind a Ranger team better prepared and hungrier than ever for
victory in the fall .

Science professors awarded for excellence
"It's a really nice opportunity for what it's for is that I really enjoy
the science faculty to .get together, my students, I enjoy having them
On April 17, Dr. Lisa Close- as the three science departments in the classroom, I love the interacJacob, assistant professor of biol- work very close together, and this tions I have with them, the topics
ogy, and Michael Gehner, biology is a way of celebrating. The recipi- that I teach. I hope it reflects that I
lab instructor, received the Joan G. ents of the awards are given an Qp- foster participation in the classMcDonald Award for Outstanding portunity · to talk about how they room between the students and
..
Teaching in ·Science. Close-Jacob ended up where they are," f!l),id . myself," she ~aid.
Under the Joan G. McDonald
was named outstanding teacher in Close-Jacob.
Close-Jacob was surprised when Award for Outstanding Teaching in
sciences and will receive a $10,000 .
she
learned from J~nice Walker, Science are the separate awards for
award; Gehner was named out.dean
of Arts and Sciences, she was outstanding teacher in the sciences
standing lab instructor, receiving a
being
acknowledged and awarded and for outstanding lab instructor.
$5,000 award.
this
year.
In retrospect, she has come The award for outstanding teacher
The two awards were presented
to
see
herself
the way her peers see in the sciences recognizes a tenured
in a ceremony created to recognize
her,
and
understand
why the deci- faculty member annually.
Xavier's three science departments.
sion
was
made.
The award for outstanding lab
The ceremony, held in the Conaton
''Honestly,
I
was
stunned
when
instructor
is awarded only every
Boardroom, presided by Dr. Robert
Dean
Walker
told
me
I
was
the
perother
year.
Gehner, this year's reMcDonald and Rev. Michael Grason
chpsen
this
year.
I
would
hope
cipient,
is
a close colleague of
ham, S.J.

BY COLIN MCDERMOTT
Contributing Writer

Close-Jacob because both started
their careers at Xavier at the same
time.
"When I started at Xavier, I
taught here part-time and he was
my colleague. So the ceremony was
meaningful for me because he was
tti~. 9ne I !!hared. ll)Y first e){peri~
ences with a~ Xavier," Close-Jacob
said.
It is tradition for the previous
year's recipient to introduce the
following year's recipients. Dr. Dorothy Engle, professor of biology,
introduced Close-Jacob, and Dr.
Linda Heath, professor of biology,
introduced Gehner.
"It was nice to be introduced by
our colleagues who had won it in
past years," Close-Jacob said.

McDonald created and organized the award, which is named in
honor of his late wife, Joan.
"He wanted to recognize those
in the trenches, those who teach
medical students and ready them
for medical school," Close-Jacob
noted.
Close-Jacob's and Gehner's contributions to the biology department ensure that· they· do prepare
their students for medical school.
Close-Jacob teaches 13 hours in the
fall, including vertebrate physiology, and anatomy and physiology
in the spring. The labs Gehner
teaches span from general introductory biology to genetics to anatomy
and physiology.
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BY ELIZABETH BONEAU
Campus News Editor
Cincinnati artist Tom Tsuchiya
is looking for Xavier students to
lend a hand in creating sculptures
that will grace the Cincinnati Reds'
new home.
Tsuchiya
crafted
the
D' Artagnan statue in front of the
Cintas Center, as well as the statue
of former president James E. Hoff.
The Hoff statue will be unveiled
on May 16 and will stand on the
west side of the Cintas Center, in
front of the cafeteria entrance.
The Reds' statues set to grace
the entrance of the new Great
American Ball Park will be
sculpted here at Xavier at the Physical Plant headquarters.
·.~Xavier has been very generou~
in supporting me with this project,"
Tsuchiya said.

CAMPUS NEWS
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Tsuchiya will be immortalizing
·Reds.' greats J()e Nux~all, 'fed
Kluszewski, Frank Robinson and
Ernie Lombardi in bronze.
Pictures and more information
· ab.out the statues; as works in
progress, are available at the Red~'
official
Web
site,
www.cincinnatireds.com.
He is looking for students to
volunteer to take measurements
from scale models and to apply
modeling clay to the life-size sculptures.
Tsuchiya will be holding a meeting for volunteers on May 20,at 3
p.m. in front of the D' Artagnan
statue. If you cannot attend the
meeting or have any questions,
please
contact
him
at
tomtsuchiya@yahoo.com
PHOTO COURTESY OF TOM TSUCHIYA

Artist Tom Tsuchiya displays the scale models.for ~is four Cincinnati Reds statues.
..
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Senior seminar wins advertising contest
BY ELIZABETH BONEAU
"They had fo be so good on evCampus News Editor
ery level," Michels said.
Those involved found the vicThe Xavier advertising Senior
Seminar class pulled out big vic- tory even more thrilling given the
tory last weekend, winning on the "David vs; Goliath" nature of the
district level of the American Ad- competition. Xavier had 25 stu- ·
vertising Federation's annual col- dents working on the project while
other schools such as Ohio Univerlegiate competition.
The group will go on to com- sity and the University of Kentucky
pete next at the national level· had as many as 300.
Many of the bigger programs.
against 14 other teams, one from
also used the eneach district.
tire school year to
"For the
last two years
work on their
we've finproject, while
. ished last
Xavier had only
... a'na· we've
<>'rid se m
never even
ter- a mere two
and half months.
placed before," said
"They
im. pressed the socks
T
a r a
PHOTO COURTESY OF MIKE KOHLBECKER
Michels, adoff ·the other
From Left: Seniors Mike Kohl Becker, Elaine Ferri~ Rob Boyle, Elena Hlebiczki, junior Brad Turner and vertising
schools," Michels
Dr. Tara Michels pose with the district-winning advertising trophy.
professor ·
said,.
at
and· seminar
"They did so
-Dr. Tara Michels, much work in such
teacher.
Advertising Profe;sor a short perioq of
"It's truly
time," she said.
a Cinderella
story; wecameoutofnowhere,... she
"It is such a great feeling for us
said.
as a small program with limited reThe competition is the result of sources to surpass the competition,"
the collaboration between the AAF said senior Mike Kohlbecker.
and a corporate sponsor. The spon"It's so great to see all the hard
sor opens up a case study for which work pay off," he said ..
the students develop and pitch an
Michels cited the team's ability
ad campaign.
to work together as the reason for
This year's sponsor was Bank of their victory.
America Investment Services, fore"Working on this was very hum. ing. the group to develop a creative . . bling because the. students were
way to reach the difficult target constantly getting feedback from
market of affluent investors.
their classmates," Michels said.
Competitors turn in a plans
"These students took the chal-.
book, and then give a presentation lenge together rather than feeling
of their ideas. The judges then av- defeated. It was kismet - everyerage the two grades for the final t~ing came together at once," she
score.
said.

a

"These students
·took the challenge
· together· rather than
feeling defeated. It
was kismet- ·
everything came
together once. " ·

se' c
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A Bright Future Is Smobe-Free

·THE NEWSWIRE'S OUT
Call tile
XU Tob8.cco Risk Reduction Program
at 74:h"J599
tor i11formatio11 about smoki~ or )1ow t• ,. ,,it

FOR THE SUMMER.
HOLLA~
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Agreement reached at Arafat's beadquarters
Another standoff contillued Sun- Bank, described the agreement as posed to Israeli Prime Minister
day night at the Church of the Na~ . "a positiye sign.'.'.. He challe~g~~ .. Ari.e.1 Shar!'.>n in. l\. Saturday. tele~
tivity in Bethlehem. Palestinian · Arafat to "act decisively in word phone call. The State Department
Knight Ridder Newspapers
groups, including one linked to and in deed" to stamp out terror- official said the negotiations could
take two or three days.
JERUSALEM - Israeli and Pal- Arafat, have vowed to continue at- ism against Israel.
U.S. diplomats told the PalesSharon has accepted Bush's inestinian leaders agreed Sunday to tacking Israeli military posts and
tinian leader Sunday that "this is vitation to meet in Washington
a US-proposed deal to end the settlements in Palestinian areas.
At4:30 a.m:Monday, there were the moment he.should really carry early next month to. discuss the
standoff at Yasser Arafat's headquarters in Ramallah and allow the . reports that Israeli tanks, accom- out what he's promised," said a se- next step toward a cease-fire and a
Palestinian leader to trayel freely panied by helicopter gunships, nior State Department official in . political settlement.
were moving into the West Bank Washington, who. spoke on condiAlso Sunday, the Israeli cabinet
for the fin~t time in months.
Arafat must release six Palestin- · city of Hebron, near the Jewish tion of anonymity.
decided not to cooperate. with
Arafat has long contended he United 'Nations investigators who
ians wanted for· the murder of· settlement of Adora, where PalesIsraelis
could
not work toward a cease-fire have been scheduled for days to
tinian
terrorists
killed
four
Israel's tourism minister and for arSaturday·
morning,
including
a
.
while
under house arrest. The Pal- begin an inquiry into Palestinian
ranging a shipment of arms to milifive-year-old
girl.
It
was
not
immeestinian
leader has been a prisoner allegations that Israelis massacred
tants to U.S. and British jailers who
diately
clear
if
the
operation
was
a
in
Ramallah
since Dec. 3, spend- . civilians at the Jenin refugee camp
would keep them under guard in a
full-scale
invasion
or
a
limited
ating
much
of
that
time in his head- earlier this month.
remote part of the West Bank. _
tack
against
thcise
Israel
believes
quarters
surrounded
by Israeli
The U.N. team is expected to arThe agreement is a breals:were
responsible
for
the
Saturday
tanks.
rive
from Geneva on Monday, Isthrough for the Bush administrakillings.
A
delegation
of
U.S.
and
Britraeli
government sources said; netion, but only a modest first step
President
Bush,
who
has
repeatish
experts
was
scheduled
to
arrive
gotiations
over the scope and comtoward brokering a.cease-fire and
edly
called
on
Israel
to
·end
a
monthMonday
to
work
out
the
details
of
position
of
the mission continue.
reviving peace negotiations beIsrael wants more say about who
tween Israel and the Palestinians. old _military offensive ip the West the compromise, which Bush proserves on· the factcfinding
committee, who is interviewed and whether Israeli
soldiers' statements would
leave them liable in any future legal actio'n.
·
The Israelis have push{!d
for the inclusion of military·
and anti-terrorism experts
and _want the inquiry to include the reasons for the
eight-day battle in Jenin,
which they said was an effort to stem a tide of terror
· attacks. Since September
2000, Israeli officials contend,· 23 suicide bombers
have come from the Jenin
·refugee camp.
"Why should we help
them to bring upon Israel a
libel or a slander that ... a
mas~acre \Y?S. done by ll)raeli
soldiers?" Israeli Communications Minister Reuven
Rivlin said, "We have to defend our boys." .
An Israeli pullout from
Ramallah would leave
. Bethlehem as the last major
standoff. Two hundred Palestinians, including 30 to 40
PHOTOCOURTESY7!fEASSOC/ATEDPRESS armed men, have been holed
Palestinian leader Vasser Arafat, left, and Romanian Foreign Ministei Mircea Geoana, rig~t,
up since April· 2 in the

BY DANIEL RUBIN,
ELISE. ACKl:.RMAN. ·"ND
SUDARSAN RAGHAVAN

.shake hands during a meeting at Arafat's headquarters in the West Bank town of Ramallah.

·Church of the Nativity, which
Christians
..
.. believe
. .. .....was
....the
.. .birth. ..
place of Jesus. A fifth round of negotiations between Israelis and Palestinians ended Sunday with no
resolution.
Israel on Sunday released a list
of 10 militants it said are inside
the church. Israel wants the men in
its custody or in exile abroad, while
Palestinian negotiators say they
want the men sent to the Palestinian~controlled Gaza Strip.
\

"Wfy should.we. help
them to bring upon ·
Israel a libel or a
slander that . .. a
massacre was done by
Israeli soldiers? We have
to defend our boys. "
- Reuven Rivlin,
Israeli Communications
Minister
The State Department official
said the United States is also working on a c.ompromise in
Bethlehem.
In Jenin on Sunday, a Palestin· ian administrator said he had found
no evidence of a massacre or oflsraeli troops removing bodies of the
dead. But Adnan Al-Subbah, the
head of the media center for the
city of Jenin and the adjoining refugee camp, said c.ivilians suffered
terribly during the fighting.
Israel maintains that its troops
killed 46 J>alel)tini.~ps :~nd. that aJl
but three carried weapons, a senior
Israeli official said.
"There was a· fierce fight in
Jenin," the official said. "We fought
terrorists, who kept firing. We were
as.humane or more humane than any
other army in the world. We didn't
use helicopters, we didn't use
planes, we didn't use bombs, because there were innocent civilians
there who we didn't want to hurt."

lntinigrants lead cantpaign to derail 30-day lilllit for visitors
announced major changes to rules
for foreign visitors and students to
Knight Ridder Newspapers
CALIFORNIA - Bay Area im- prevent ''abuse by aliens who seek
migrants are leading a nationwide to plan and execute acts of terrorism."
campaign aimed to derail an INS proposal to limit visitors' visas to 30
days.
Tens of thousands of people, many ·
of them legal immigrants, have
signed petitions being circulated
through the Internet. They say the
change would pose a hardship on
their relatives who come to the United
States on extended visits.
"We fully support new rules that
would logically help the INS fight
terrorism," said Pradeep Bhatia, a San
Mateo investment banker who has
collected 70,000 signatures from
- Pradeep Bhatia,
people opposed to the change. "HowSan Mateo banker
ever, we don't believe these new proposals will help the INS curtail terThe proposal would prohibit tourrorism. A terrorist needs just one day."
In response to harsh criticism re- ists from converting their paperwork
garding its handling of visas· for ter- tcfstudent visas and would limit visirorists involved in the Sept. I I at- tors with business visas, who can now
tacks, the Immigration and Natural- stay in the country up to one year, to
ization Service earlier this month six months.

BY JESSIE MANGALIMAN

''We.fully support
new rules that would.
logically help the INS
fight terrorism.
However ... a
terrorist needs just
one day."

expecting her first child this summer
But the change that has sparked said, but 30 days does not.
the most controversy among immiRajagopalan is worried her father and she planned to have her mother
grants is one that limits tourist vi- and mother will be liinited to 30 days - visit for six months to help her with
sas to 30 days, rather than the cur- when they return next year. The regu- the baby. The new restrictions would
rent six months.
lar visits are a necessary family ar- - shorten her mother's visit.
The INS is expected to make a rangement, Rajagopalan said, be"She'd have to go back before
decision in May and could imple- cause she shares care of her parents I'm due," Iyer said.
ment the plan immediately: ·
· with ·her sister in Madras:·
In Washingtbn, the INS·proposal
Sharon Rummery, a spokeswoman
Under the proposed changes, the has received bi-partisan criticism.
for the INS office in Sim Francisco, INS officer who reviews the docu- Some say the changes would create a
declined to comment on the cam- ments of a foreign visitor decides · massive paper and bureaucratic logpaign drive.
whether to grant extensions beyond jam in an agency that is, by its own
'The American public is looking 30 days. This procedure, description, overwhelmed by paper
for more control, and I guess this is Rajagopalan said, is arbitrary, and work.
where this comes from," Rummery makes planning for her parents'. vis"Now our fear is as soon as visisaid about the proposal.
tors arrive, their families are going to
its difficult.
But many of the legal immigrants
. More than 70,000 people have be entangled in this endless maze of
who object to the proposed restric- signed Bhatia's petition on paperwork," said Bhatia, a legal imtions say the new rules would make www.PetitionOnline.com, asking the migrant from New Delhi.
it more expensive and time-consum- federal government to reconsider.
In ·trying to root out terrorists,
ing for visiting relatives who travel Signatures also are being collected Rajagopalan said the INS is "policgreat distances.
.
at www.ipetitions.com.
ing tl)e wrong people."
Lalitha Rajagopalari, a product
"It's national security that's most
"What really baffles me is the
manager from Newark, spent about important to most of us, too, but this INS should be able to separate the
$6,000 to bring her elderly parents proposal is not rational;' saidVidya Iyer, self-sponsored tourist from people
from Madras, India to the Bay Area 28, an auditor from North Andover, like my parents who are visiting
in December.A six-month family visit Mass., who signed the petition.
family and are sponsored by famIyer, a native of Madras, India, is ily," she said.
makes that expense worthwhile, she
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STUDYING IS
what it takes ...
but a
BLESSING
can't h·u rt!
Thursday, May 2nd, 2002
Bellarmine
BLESSING OF THE BRAINS
Chapel
Father B
&

Father Freel
The first 250 people receive Cl
free stress bCl 11 brCl in!

-

-.:F.i'i.
HomeGi,IDB
~·f·

11
Check us out
www.homecltylce.com

-.:F.~?1.--

m;,;.·;.J······
Home GilDIDBli

Great Job Opportunities!!

Hiring Students Part-Time NOW a~d Full-Time During Summer
&Breaks

Flexible l:/Ru.Q, & GBEAT

eA:f. II

We offer 10-40+ hours/week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 - $12~00/ Hour
Two Great Locations Just Minutes from
Campus!/

Forest Park·

Wilder-N.KY

513-851-4040

859-441-1700

We Also Have Facllltles Throughout the Reglonal Area
Cl.ve==~anton

e~:~~~

Cotumbua. OHB00.937.0011

lncl.,apoll1, IN
800.765.2742

D•yton\Sprtngft91d

600.283.ei!l11

Lexington, KVB00.933.3575

Lo~l1vlll9, KYB00.689.7303 PUts~rgh, PAB00.283.4423
·C•nlr.t llllnol1 AtH
800.642.8994
Tol•do, OH

FL Wayne, IN
600.622.6566
WHl Virginia

800.699,8070

800,545.4423

No Experience Necessary. Train during school and work during
summer & breaks. We offer Schedule Flex/blllty.
Schedule an lnterv(ew A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend I
Route Delivery· A great rewarding job opportuqity for mOtivated individuals. This
commission based position offers high earning potential for responsible individuals not
intimidated by hard work and physical lifting. No selling involved, just servicing our
established customer routes, We offer Full /PT pO:sitions with flexible hours, Experience not
necessary, will train. CDL license not required but helpful. A good driving record is required.
Must comply with company grooming I uniform Policies. We also require weekend
availability and dependable transportation.
:
Packaging .. This position is hourly bused for responsible, dependable individuals with
flexibility in scheduling of hours. We offer Full/ PT positions available on three, eight hour
daily shills, Priority given to T' and 3n1 shin appli~ants. No experience necessary, will train.
position requires lifting, keeping up with automate.d machinery and dependable trnnspot1atiCl ..,,
Visit Our Website for Addltl'!nal Job Information II

·www.homecityice,.com
.

'•,'·»I

01):~~~,:1·:
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.PLAY
. the

efollett.com

CASH SWEIEPSTAllES
and·

PRIZE GIVEAWAY
cash and other cool instant prizes!
Laptop • Mountain Bike • Digital Camera

Free 1 POUND bag of
Jolly Rancher® Fruit
Chews when you sell
. back your books**
~...

*current market value applies.
**while supplies last, no purchase necessary.

--

f"~follett.
NEW & USED COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
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-Individual, not Church··
Controversy covers the first
At first glance, it seems the
page of newspapers all over the Church is protecting sex offenders,
nation, regarding several Catho- but instead they may be trying to
lic priests and the sex crimes to- prevent witch-hunt that could reward children.
sult in the. punishment of wrongly
We at the New'slvire dec,ic!ed to · accused priests.
The Church should then take an
address this issue not only because '·
we are a Catholic university, but active role in preventing these types
also we are an institution of higher of incidents from happening.
learning.
However, allowing priests to
The scandals began earlier this marry might not solve the problem
year when Boston priest John at hand. It seems doubtful, a pedoGeoghan was sentenced to 10 phile would change from a marriage,
years for molesting up to 130 chil- or even priesthood, It's also hard to
dren :over 30
believe ~ person
years.
Like
,,_
·
becomes a sex offender because he
dominoes, acT is a priest.
c u s a· t i o n s
seemed to fall
We must keep

a

"Tney are siill
h
b ·
b
uman etngs capa te
ol'makinu
mistakes.~. ,, in mind that even
0

on top of other
a c c u s a t i o n s 'j ·
across the nation within weeks. As more people
came forward the issues have
snowballed into· an avalanche of
bad press for the Church.
This type of negative attention
to the Church forced an emergency council of U.S. Cardinals
to the Vatican to discuss the issues
at hand.
Even though Pope John Paul II
spoke on the recent scandal, the
persecution of these abusers has
not been addresed. He did, however, condemn the actions of any
priest who ever engaged in any
sort of abuse of minors, saying
there was no place for that type of
action in society or in the Church.
The notion of zero tolerance
was proposed in the council called
by the Church. Therefore, a priest
will not necessarily be removed
from his office for a single sex
abuse towards a minor.
COPYRIGHT 2002
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though priests are
expected to live a
model and holy life, they. are still
human beings capable of making
mistakes - even though that hardly
describes a sex ·offense towards a
minor.
It then seems, for this reason, the
entire priesthood shouldn't take the
fall for a few individuals' actions.
The Church did not condone any
of the acts. However, headlines post
it as the enemy. The individual
should take the brunt of the criticism
and not the faith itself.
Now after four months, the truth
of many priests has torn apart neighborhoods and even local churches.
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What women want
After a week-long Take Back the but how will they handle the awkXavier women are no exception. .
Night campaign, some women on ward moment ~hen their daughter We want to know the truth and the
campus are left wondering "What asks for a tour of the Women's Cen- risks about ·our campus.
now?"
ter? Where are the on-carilpus supDon't let another Clothesline
Where can we implement port groups for women who are vic- · Project T-shirt represent our story.
change in a world where one in tims of rape, or who struggle with Xavier women need to take back
the night from date rapists and haevery three women is .a victim of eating disorders?
rassers. For all the women on camsexual abuse by the age of 18? How
do we go back to our everyday
pus who feel frustrated and
lives when our heads are filled with
marginalized by the policies and
·.•·'xavi~f
procedures at Xavier University,
the lingering images of last
Thursday's march downtown? ·
turn the images and information
you saw.last week into action.
Now that we've had these expeWithout the input ofwomen on
riences, it is time we take action.
Our campl;ls is the best place to start
campus, we will never know what
needs to be done.
making changes. Are you up to
A new email address,
date-with the present course of ac- .
Xavierwomen@hotmail.com, will
tion surrounding sexual abuse and
serve as a forum of ideas for women
harassment?
Xavier needs to evaluate its proWhat women want is an environ- on campus. This Senate-sponsored
cedures· regarding women on cam- ment that makes them feel safe and account will be used to compile a
pus.
protected; In the midst of a much- list of suggestions; however,
Free copies of the Sexual Ha- needed campus-wide diversity change will not occur just by comrassment Policy are available at the campaign, let us remember the plaining ..
Human Resources Office located in words of Abigail Adams: "RememSuggest a new policy, or revise
Edgecliff. However, reading the ber the ladies.". This campus is the old one. Speak out. Tell your
policy may necessitate hiring a · home to a great number of minority story.
It is time for' Xavier to support
lawyer to sift through legal jargon groups. Add an additional minorwomen on campus. It is only
to help you discover your rights.·
ity to that list: women.
As flook outslCfo niy window at .
Make the poliCies ·and proce- through student voices ·the change
the orange lawn surroun.ding my dures surrounding sexual harass- will occur. Take back the night, and
dorm, it appears Xavier University ment user-friendly, and give us a help turn this campus into everyis too busy with "Project' Green place to obtain appropriate infor- thing women want.
Space" to worry about the needs of mation and support. Show us the
-Amanda Corzine
real statistics for rape and assault
its women.
Having an aesthetically pleas- on campus. We know that one in
Class of'04
ing campus may seem important to four women are victims of rape or
the parents of prospective students, attempted rape.
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Gallagher welcomes ideas
I would like to respond to some
of the concerns that have been
raised about the Gallagher Student
Center.
As we opened the Gallagher
Center, I think most people were ·

With any new building, there are
going to be issues raised, challenges
to overcome, and changes to be
made.
Through focus groups, comment cards? and informal conversa-

lar, will continue to respond to jssues raised by students and other
members of the campus community.
We will always encourage members of the community to share their

g e n u i n e 1 y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ideas with us
pleased and excc
/
1
so the initial
excitement
cited about hav-

Our goa is to create a wetcoming
environment andplace where students and
others feel a strong sense ofcommuniry. "

ing this new
and enthusibuilding · on
asm surroundcampus.In addiing the opention,
most
ing of the
looked forward - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Gallagher Stuto all of the possiblites a facility tions with students, f!lculty and dent Center will continue for a
like this can provide the campus staff, ·some changes have already very long time:
community.
been implemented. Others will take
It is certainly our goal to create place in the weeks and months
-Sylvia Bessegato
·
a welcoming environment and ahead.
Associate Vice President for
Student Development and the
place where students and others
Student Development! Dean of
·
Students
Gallagher Center staff, in particufeel a strong sense of community.

.-:

!'

LOVE

DOG

Unreciprocated feelings

Dear Love Dog,
I've had this certain female friend with whom I enjoy a v~ry close friendship. However, I find
my feelings go somewhat beyond friendship. The problem'is, she doesn't feel the same way about me.
How do you suggest I get her to feel the same for me as I do for her?
Signed,
~tan the (frustrated) Man
Dear Stan,
. lationship. It may be possible you
I understand you are in a diffi- will not be able to have a healthy
cult situation with your feelings relationship with this person if you
going unreciprocated. I wish there are truly in love with her.
were something I could tell you that . . The frustration caused by the
would make this friend of yours fe;el impossibility of.~yer havjng a r!!la~
the same way you do, but there re- tionship with this person may be
ally is no way to do this.
unhealthy. It is impossible for me
Unfortunately, if she doesn't to say whether this will be the case
feel anything for you, there is noth- for you, since this depends on the
ing you can do to change that. Who persons involved.
knows, there may come a day when
If you believe you can maintain
those feelings change, but forcing a close friendship with this friend
the issue can only decrease the of yours, then you must ask yourchance of this ever happening.
self another question.
What's more, it is much more
Can you continue a platonic relikely that this change in feelings lationship with this person while
will never occur.
still leaving yourself open to the
This issue is probably causing possibility of starting relationships
tension in your friendship. If it is, with other people, or will this friendthen you have some decisions to ship prevent you from developing
make.
·
such relationships?
First, you must accept your
Unfortunately, you may find it
friend's feelings aren't going to to be very difficult to answer these
change. Then, you must ask your- questions honestly, since you probself some questi<:>ns.
ably do not want to give up what
Can you continue a close you have with this person under
friendship with this person know- any circumstances. If you are uning that it can become nothing able to answer these questio.ns, just
more? It may be that this friend- monitor your behavior and before
ship came to be because of what long the answers will come clear.
you saw as a potential intimate reIf you disc.over you cannot have

a healthy relationship with this
person or the friendship will continue to keep you from pursuing
other relationships, then you must
begin to make some difficult
changes ..
More specifically, you must decrease the contact you have with
this person and begin to increase
your contact with other friends. No
doubt this will be a painful process, but while this will be difficult, there will come a time when
you will be thankful you did not
let this frustrated relationship prevent you from establishing other
rewarding relationships.
In' addition, you may find that
once you become less attached to
this friend and open yourself up to
other people, you will then be able
to re-establish the old friendship
under healthier circumstances.
I realize the advice I am providing seems rather challenging; but
following this advice will result in
much less pain than could occor
over the long run.
Good luck, and·J hope you·are
able to work through this problem
successfully. ·
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Men's golf finishes
season
The Xavier men's golf team
closed its season with a ninth
place finish at the Bruce Fossum
Taylor· Made.Spartan Invita- ..
tional hosted this weekend by .
.. Michigan State.
..· .
;
The Musketeers started the
tournament as a team with a 10-·
over 298 in the opening round,
placing theni in a three-way tie
for fourth place.
But Saturday afternoon,
Xavier struggled, shooting a 308
to drop to eighth. Sunday's final
round of304 cost th.e Musketeers
one ·more spot· as· XU finished.
one shot behind Iowa with a
three-round total of 910.
Toledo won the Invitational
by nine strokes. with a score of
876.
,Sophomore Miles Maillet
was Xavier's top finisher, shooting a final round 73 to end in a
tie for 34th with a 228. Freshman Neal Grusczynski and jun~
ior Bryon Harger tied for 36th
with a 229. Sophomore Tim
Smith tied for 54th with a 234,
and sophomore Matt Makinson
tied for 59th with a 235.

Volleyball receives
·rings.
The ladies "of the V!>lleyball
team received their rings recently
for making the NCAA Tournament this past fall. The team finished with a record of 25-6 and
was 13-3 in theAtlantic-10. This
year, the team won its first-ever
A-10 title and reached the NCAA
Playoffs for the first time in
school history.

Swimmer attains
Conference honor
. The Atlantic 10 Conference
announced the Academic AllConference teams for the seven
winter sports on Friday morning.
Sophomore Kevin Hartman
was named to the AcademiC AllConference Team with a 3.94 ·
GPA while majoring in natural
sciences.
During the winter season,
Hartman was named A 10
Perfonner-of-the-Week for the
week of Feb. 11. Hartman
currently holds top times for the
team in the Freestyle, 100
Freestyle, 100 Breaststroke and
200 Breaststroke.
This is Hartman's second year
being honored by the A-10 for his
academic performance. As a
freshman, he was named to the
2001 Atlantic 10 Comm.issioner's
Honor Roll.
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Xavier drops series·to Dukes
Rain Soaked
Weekend Hands. ¥uskies Tough Losses
.
.
BY STEVE METZGER

The secong game of the doubleheader was postponed due to rain.

· Sports Editor

Coming off a tough three-game
series againsuhe _~ic:hmond Spi- ·
· ders, the Musketeers. travete(i' fo.
Terre Haute to face th~ Sycamores
of Indiana State. last Tuesday. ·
The men then returned fo ·
Hayden Field for their last home
stand of the year ..with a game
against the Purdue Boilermakers
on Wednesday, followed by a
weekend series against division
rival Duquesne.

XAVIER 9, DUQUESNE 3

"

INDIANA STATE 11,JCAVIER4.
. Xavier could not manage much
offense on Tuesday as they fell to
the Sycamores for the team's third
straight loss. .
.
The Sycamores jumped to an
early lead, scoring two in the first.
Purdue scored the winning run in
Xavier tied the game in the top of
the third as junior Matt Tedford the eighth on a single, also with two
started the inning with a double outs in the inning.
and was later driven in on a single
.DUQUESNE 4, XAVIER 3
by junior Eric Greenwell. Fresh- ·
man Jay Johnson drove fo
On a rain-drenched afternoon,
Greenwell on a sacrifice fly.
Duquesne rolled into town looking
The lead did not last for long to continue Xavier's woes.
as Indiana State scored in the botThe Musketeers held a one-run
tom half, and proceeded to put up lead for five innings. In the sixth,
four runs in both the sixth and the Dukes led off with a double.
eighth innings.
With one out, Sues made what
Junior Adam Jahnsen was looked to be an amazing catch, but
charged with his fifth loss.
was ruled 'as a trap by the second
base umpire.
A single to right forced the bases
PURDUE 2, XAVIER 1
Pure1ue came into town loaded. 'Jahnsen attempted fo pick
Wednesday and handed the off the runner at second, but his
Muskies yet another tough defeat. throw went into center field, allowXavier held the lead through ing .one run to score. The center
six innings. Greenwell led off the fielder, junior Ryan Schreen, picked
game with a single and later scored up the ball and hit the runtier. adon a sacrifice fly by junior Mark vancing to third with his throw, causing the ball to get away from the
Andres.
The damage came in the sev- third baseman and letting the goenth as Johnson relieved junior ahead run score.
The Dukes managed to get two
Kevin Crowley who had relieved
starter junior Jarret Sues. With two more runs in the top of the seventh.
Xavier tried to come back in the
out and men oii first and second,
Purdue junior Bob Kriner singled bottom half when Andres stroked a
into shallow right field. Senior two-run single. However, the charge
Lucas Dines fielded the ball proved not enough Sues grounded
cleanly but threw the ball up the into a game-ending double play.
line, allowing the tying run to
score.

as

x

Freshman Sean Finnegan took
the mound on Sunday and while
givi11g up only two earned runs in
· six innings of work, secured the first
victory for the Muskies in five
games.
Xavier scored nine runs on nine
hits and three Duquesne eqqrs, in~
eluding putting up a six-spot in the
fifth inning.
Greenwell, sophomore Kevin
.. M~Kn,ight.ancf..s~phomore J:l.uss.
Reyes all homered for the Musketeers.

PHOTO COURTESY OF XAVIER SID

Freshman Sean Finnegan received the only victory this past
weekend giving up two runs in six innings.

On Tap

•

Sunday, May 5 .

Sunday, May 12

•Baseball vs. Dayton
at 3:00 p.m.

•Reds baseball vs. San Francisco
at 10:10 p.m.

•Baseball vs. George
Washington at noon

•Reds baseball vs. San
Francisco at 10:35 p.m.

Saturday, May 11

•Baseball vs. Dayton
at npon (DH)
•Reds baseball vs. San
Francisco at 4:05 p.m.

•Baseball vs. George
Washington at noon (DH)

. UPNEXT

' · Xavier has now fallen to .500
with an overall record of22:-22 and
is 12-5in theAtlantfo 10. They are
still in third place in the We~tem .
Division, half a game above Dayton.
The Muskies travel to Dayton
this weekend to take on the Flyers.
Next weekend, they will go to
Washington, D.C. to play the
Col<:mia~s pf Gepi:g~ Washingtqp
University who are currently sec~
ond in the West with a record of
14-3.
That will be the final se~ies for
DUQUESNE 7, XAVIER 1
the
Musketeers before the A-10
Duquesne junior Jim Popp went
the distance for the Dukes, allow- Playoffs, which will be played on
ing only one run and striking out . May 16-18.
six as Duquesne won the weekend
series.

Friday, May 3

Saturday, May 4

The only offensive bright spot
for the Musketeers was wheri freshman Brett Smith scored on a single
by Greenwell.

•Reds baseball vs. St. Louis at
1:15 p.m.

•Reds baseball vs. St. Louis at
1 :15 p.m.
Home baseball games take
place at Hayden Field.

Home games are in bold

GA .M..E. S
of the
WEEK
BASEBALL
VS.DAYTON
Friday, May 3 and

Saturday, May 4
at noon at Dayton
The Musketeers are at
Dayton all weekend. It is now
. the time of the season when
wins are at a premium and
Xavier is right in the thick of
the hunt. This series against
Dayton is key to Xavier's ability to secure a good bid for
the tournament at the end of
the month.
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Williams to leave
BY.STEVE. METZGER
Sports Editor

Last Thursday, freshman
point guard Jaison Williams
announced he would foave
Xavier at the end of the semester.
Williams, who played
behind starting junior point
guard, Lionel Chalmers, got on
the court in 31 games last ·
season, averaging about eight
minutes an appearance.
· However, he provided a
needed spark to the-offense in
key games such as Richmond,
where Williams' presence on the
floor allowed Xavier to complete a dramatic comeback.
Also, in the second round of
the NCAA Tournament,
Williams kept the game from
getting out of control as he took
the point in the last eight
minutes of the first half,
allowing the Musketeers to go
into the locker room at the half .
only down by four points.
With Chalmers having one or
possibly two more years at
Xavier and highly-touted
recruit Dedrick Finn, who is
ranked as the number 25 point
guard in the nation by
ESPN.com, coming in next
season, Williams' chances for
more playing time might have
had -some cause for his decision
to leave. Xavier also has four
other scholarship players signed
for next season.
"I enjoyed my freshman year
.at Xavier University," said
Williams. "I was able to develop
a strong work etliiC both in the
classroom and on the basketball
court. I was also fortunate to
have developed meaningful
relationships with my teammates. However, at this time it is
in my best interest to pursue the ·
remainder of my career at

PHOTO COURTESY OF BRIAN ANGOLIA

Freshman Jaison Williams averaged 2.2 points per game during
hi!! one s~ason _wjth XU, app~aring in oi:ily ~ 1 g~un.~s.
another university where I hope
to expand my role as an athlete."
"We appreciate Jaison's
contribution to' the Xavier team
this past season," said Xavier
head coach Thad Matta. "We
understand the reasons for his

decision. We wish Jaison the best in
his future academic and athletic
endeavors." Matta said Xavier
would grant a release to any school
Williams wishes to explore for the
continuation of his career as a
student-athlete.

Prices Starting at $3. 99
Thousands of designer items to choose from
-RALPH'LAUREN-DKNY-TOMMYHILFIGER-LIZ CLAIBORNE
-POLO-CALVIN KLEIN-NINE WEST-MANY MORE!
Thursday, May 9 - Saturday, May 11, 2002
Sunday, May 12
12-3 p.m.
Hyde Park Kroger Plaza
Near Panera Bread
3808 Paxton, Hyde Park OH 45014

12-8 p.m.
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The Cold War justgota·Iot warmer
NEW CLANCY NOVEL PACKS AN INTERNATIONAL PUNCH WffH ITS ENE~GETl_C CAST AND TIMELY. THEMES

BY DAVE GILMORE

Linda McCartney

Contributing Writer

The late Linda McCartney reJack Ryan is at it again! The
corded the music scene of the '60s fourth film 'starring author Tom
as the first photographer of Rolling Clancy's fictional international suStone magazine. Combining pho- per agent, "Th~ Sum of All Fears,"
tography and rock and roll, gives those who have been salivatMcCartney captured some of the ing over Clancy's books for so long
memorable images of this historic a fresh take on Clancy's familiar
era. Included in this exhibition are themes of international scandals,
bands and musicians who have be- nuclear weapons and explosions--:come icons of the 20th century: Jimi lots and lots of explosions.
Hendrix, Aretha Franklin, The Roll"The Sum of All Fears," much
ing Stones, The Beatles, Ray · like the other three Clancy movies,
Charles, Janis Joplin, B.B. King, presents a fictional but shockingly
Otis Redding and The Grateful realistic scenario in which the
Dead. The exhibit is on view United States is involved ~n some
through June 23, 2002 at the Day~ sort of covert political or military
ton Art Institute. Admission is $10 operation. Given the success of the
for adults, and $8 for students ( 19+, <?ther three films, "The Hunt for Red
with valid ID). For more informa- October," "Patriot Games," and
tion, call (937) 223-5277.
"Clear and Present Danger," "The
Sum of All Fears" seenis like it
should easily blast its way into box ·
offices, meanwhile grabbing the
nation's attention ·with such a
PHOTO COURTSEY OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
prevalent theme as terrorism in the
Morgan Freeman and Ben Affleck discuss National matters.
United States.
...The Sum of All Fears" portrays "Seven") takes Ryan under his of the more trendy modern Ameri· Similar measures were taken
lrato is a site-specific, sound- CIA Agent Jack Ryan (Ben Affleck, wing and eases hiin into a world of can novelists, along with Stephen with Arnold Schwarzenegger's latbased installation conceived and. "Good Will Hunting," "Pearl Har- diplomacy, secrecy and fear.
King and John Grisham, the fact is est project, "Collateral Damage."
created by Cincinnati artist/com- bor") as an up-and-coming reRyan and Cabot are out to learn their books produce great movies, Film makers said movies like "The
poser Anthony Luensman. The searcher for the agency's history about President Nemerov, but when because there is no faking a good Sum of All Fears" and "Collateral
installation consists of invented and research department. The role they find there
. story.
Damage" may have their plots alor re-created instruments, both has previously been elevated in is a nuclear cri''The Sum tered or be pushed back altogether
acoustic and electronic.
of.All- Fears~· be,cause of the· tragedy,·
prestige by the likes of Alec sis when aNeo-·
Many of the instruments will Baldwin and Harrii;on Ford. Nazi Fascist
had its share
It appears, thankfully, that little
be self-sounding, driven by mo- Baldwin's portrayal of Ryan in group
gets
of problems or nothing was changed about the
tors, rushing air, computers or "The Hunt for Red October," and ahold of a
making it to plot of "Sum of All Fears." While
viewer interaction. Instruments Ford's memorable performances in . nuclear bomb,·
the theater, the delay of the release was probinclude a bike horn speaker se- "Patriot Games" and "Clear and with the intenbut in the ably the right thing to do, it is
ries, a remote-control-car-played Present Danger'' took Clancy's tion of manipuend, the final equally important to help people
piano harp, a series of interactive novels-turned-films to a level where lating a war beproduct is a understand the effects of terrorism
sound-altered doorbells, and a ' people can now spot a Tom Clancy tween Russia
crowd- in the United States, and the best
suspended electric black-pipe film and know what to expect.
and the United
pleaser. First, way to reach the masses these days
harp.
there was the is through entertainment. ·
In this particular Ryan adven- States in order
Perfomances are held at the ture, we find young Jack in a very . to move themcontroversy
"The. Sum of All Fears" speaks
Weston Art Gallery. Special con- unique positioh that catapults his selves up the
as to who volumes about our newfound
certs with Paul Hogan of New York career, and endangers his life. After geopolitical food chain.
would play Jack Ryan. It was quite awareness of global terrorism.
and Tony Franklin and Michael the Russian president dies of health
·With the help of Special Agent obvious Harrison Ford had eclipsed Affleck and Freeman do a stellar
Barnhart of Cincinnati will be pre- problems, Nemerov (Ciaran Hinds) John Clark (Liev Schrieber), and an his time as a young, bullet-dodg- job of carrying this thriller, taking
sented on Friday, May 17 at noon ascends to the. executive position anonymous contact inside the ing Ryan; he was 52 when the last us on a: tour of a terrorized nation
and Monday, May 20 at 8 p.m. in Russia.
Kremlin, Ryan and Cabot must Ryan film, "Clear and Present Dan- that seems all too familiar. It is a
Admission is free and open to the
piece
together the puzzle and con- ger," was made. So Paramount little difficult to witness American
This causes a major intelligence
public. For more information, call uproar, and the United States vince President Fowler (James looked to the burgeoning Affleck. property being destroyed on film.
_(513) 977-4166.
scrambles to assess how Nemerov Cromwell, "Babe") not to go to Word is, Affleck personally asked After Sept. 11, the pain is all too
will act in the current geopolitical nuclear war with Russia before it's Harrison Ford for his blessing be- real. Hopefully, films like "The
situations in which Russia is in- too late. Meanwhile, the slick bach- fore taking the role.
Sum of All Fears" will not only envolved.
·
elor Ryan has his own problems_:_
After casting issues were settled, . tertain us in the coining years, but
Where does Jack Ryan, the book- mainly, trying to maintain a rela- the nation was faced with its great- remind us we are as vulnerable as
worm fit in? Ryan has done exten- tionship with his girl, Cathy Muller est tragedy in 60 years when the anyone else in the world. .
sive research on Nemerov and may (Bridget Monyahan, "Serendip- events of Sept. 11 took place. '-'The
know enough about him to help ity"), while trying .to stop an inter- Sum of All Fears" was slated to
Frederick Ellenberger of Cin- top-level intelligence officials pro- national crisis and a nuclear war.
come out in the fall of 2001, but
cinnati has spent more than 20 years file Nemerov and anticipate his ac- . The reason Clancy's movies do was pushed back due to the nature
developing challenging sculptural tions. I~telligence Director. Will- so well is due, in large part, to the of the content and the images· of
projects for local and regional ven- iam Cabot (Morgan Freeman, "The fact that the books are very good. terrorist violence on U.S. soil in the
ues.
Shawshank·
Redemption," Albeit, Clancy is considered one film.
Through the application of
translucent-colored vinyl, the art'
~ '.{~
ist will transform two correspond- .
l~ fl;'\~ ~~·n~T~·:
...,~.::~Ytllo
ing sets of window wall light boxes
that pierce the north and south facades of the Aronoff Center for the
The following discs are due for release on or before April 30 ...
Thursday, May 2
Sunday, May 5
Arts. The work is on display beWyclefJean
The Big Wu.
tween now and June 8. Admission Marc Anthony, Mended (Columbia) ... Big Tymers, Hood Rich (Cash
@ Shoemaker Center at UC
@Mad Frog's
· is $1. For more information, call Money/ µniversal) ... Vanessa Carlton, Be Not Nobody (A&M) ...
(513) 977-4165.
Donnell Jones, Life Goes On (Arista) ... Outlawz, Worldwide (Fortress)
Friday, May 3
... Sawyer Brown, Can You Hear Me (Curb) ... Weezer, Maladroit
Monday, May 6
(Interscope)
·
Ani DiFranco
Down
.@Taft Theatre .
@Bogart's·
... all dates are tentative.
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mixing skills of the DJ are just as
evident to the listener as each
song's individual worth: Although
the songs are spectacularly selected, the mixing is lackluster.
Selected .artists .on this album.. .
include Brand Nubian, Deltron
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U
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Wanna buy a monkey?
(Ultra)

DJ mixtape lacks a live
feel
Dan the Automator is not just
another name in the ever-changing
realm of music. His name has
graced the albums oJ many musiciaos such as the Gorillaz, Black
Rob, Deltron 3030, Air, Lovage,
and the Handsome Boy Modeling
School, either as a producer or as· a
remixer.
Dan
"the · Automator"
Nakamura's newest release Wanna
Buy A Monkey? is a DJ mix CD that
offers a chance to hear several
choice cuts from his DJ repertoire.
On a personal note, I had the opportunity to hear and s.ee th.e
Automator deejay a set. at the
Aragon Ballroom in Chicago, giving me the firsthand experience this
mix CD attempts to offer the listenet.
Overall, this release is a great
collection of hard-to~find hip-hop
greats and smooth, atmospheric
rock songs, yet there seems-to be
an element missing that would warrant this being called a great DJ mix
CD. On the traditional mixtape, the

about them, reminiscent of Barry ..
.White or Serge Gainsbourg. One
of the best examples is the song
"Lies and Alibis." Soft piano plinks,
harmless harp strums, and floating
flutes flourish ori this song of solace that creates the perfect ambian~e.

Lovage
Music to Make Love to your
OldLadyBy
(Astralwerks)

Let's get it on
With aname like Music to Make
· Love to Your Old Lady By, many
images jump into the mind: It 'is
impossible to shake the thought of
two people in a dimly-lit room: the
woman is preparing two glasses of
champagne while the man is setting ~ vintage, Barry White record
on the ti.irntable. At the same time,
this album title seems to be very
tongue-in-cheek.
Lovage consists of Dan the
Automator and vocalists Mike
Patton and Jennifer Charles. Other
guests include Kid Koala (turntables}, Afrika Bambaataa a.nd
Damon Albarn.
All of the songs have a mystique

keyboardist Nathan Shepherd.
How this group of people produced
a great Bluegrass Blues album may
never be known.
The album is full of powerful
song~. Th.e ~ecopd track,. "Ho.
Cake," is a homage to Southern

Word play is used best in the
song "Book of the Month," with
lyrics such as: "I'm your book of
the month, read the fine print later."
Other innuendos ensue in this song
of exploration through the use of
open-ended lyrics.
Another song with lyrical wizardry is "Strangers On a Train."
Listening to this song evokes
thoughts of two people meeting for
the first time, much like what happened in the train scene in the 1959
movie "North By Northwest." In
the song, the two characters are
even more direct with the' sexi.iar
overtones than the characters in the
movie were.
"Nathaniel Merriweather" Dan the Automator's alter ego supplies us 'Yith a sensuous record
ofloves gone-wrong and one-night
affairs. The generation before may
have put on Barry White or
Gainsbourg when they wanted to
get it on, but for this generation,
Nathaniel Merriweather presents ...
Lovage is the only thing that will
still be on at the end of the night.
-Tim Fair
Contributing Writer

Rock and Roll for your
soul
This album is whar should be
considered "reverent rock and roll,"
only 'witlfout the sometimes hard:..
to-take-in religious lyrics. Sometimes the stretches these guys go
for are just an attempt to explain
what cannot be fully explained in
due time: God's immensity ·of
power.
It is really cool. Musically, it is
a blend of blues, jazz, gospel, and
rock and roll. The delivery is certainly rock and roll, whereas the
songs themselves are gospel tunes.
The freestyle technique they ap. proach the songs with is obviously
jazz. Overall, it is definitely funky
- for those of you who like jam-

'Friday the 13th~
still has a few·
scares left in it

Welcome to the newest addition
to Diversions: the Video Classics
section. We will be giving you information about some "classics"
you may have forgotten or never
even knew existed. .
In honor of "Jason X" coming
to theaters, we present the orginal
"Friday the 13th."
This is the first slasher film ever .
made. It was the first one with a
large body count, a knife-wielding
maniac and teenagers who run up
the stairs when they should be running out of the house.
Set at a summer camp for kids,
"Friday the 13th" opens with two
camp counselors getting a little
frisky with each other in a cabin
when they should be watching the
campers. An unknown individual
finds these two .lovebirds and
slashes them to ribbons. This results in Camp Crystal Lake clos,ing.
Now jump ahead a few years,
movie time for the credits, and we
see the camp has decided to reopen. The people in the closest
town aren't too sure what they think
of the camp opening, but they keep
referring to the camp as "Camp
Blood."
We meet the camp counselors
who have to meet two weeks before the camp opens to get it ready.
They all wonder where the camp
cook is, another teenager whom
they haven't met yet.
Unknown to them, the cook will
never be arriving. The murderer
from the first scene comes back to
continue the carnage on 'the
clueless teenagers.
The' movie is ·a fot c:if run, espebands. like Phi sh, Grateful Dead,
cially if you're a fan of "Scream."
Leftover Salmon or Widespread
Remember those rules one of the
Panic, you know what I mean. The
characters laid down? If you have
pace is well-regulated throughout
sex, you're going to die. If you do
the album from fast to slow; and
drugs, you're going to die. If yo,u
when it comes to that, the best of
shed any clothing that makes you
both worlds are at your· service:
anything less than wholesome,
electric-paced currents of exciteyou're going to die. Fin'ally, if
ment and joy, and sweet, merciful
you're alone, at any time, and you're
sounds that flood your chest with
not the last one alive, you're going
every breath. ·
to die.
A good example of the whole
This movie is great for anyone
album's feel is on track 1. It is just
who has seen any of the "Friday
like feeling the sunshine on your
the 13th" sequels. The original sets
face. If you really let yourself feel
the stage for many of the traditions
it, there can be no doubt you will
we see in the others. There's the
start to feel as good as can be. Think
creepy music when Jason is lurkof the lead guitar on "Let It Be" by
ing about, the discovery of all the
The Beatles, or even better, the lead
dead bodies by the last remaining,
guitar on their "Yellow Submawholesome teenager and the dis~
rine." It is just uplifting! The orcussion between a police officer,
gan has· to evoke that church-like
. feel;but it orily reiriihds rrie ofgood- . doctor .and..sur:vivor at.the .end. .
These aspects, which are cliched
ness. Altogether, this track is really
now, are fresh and new in "Friday
fun to listen to. Not only does this
the 13th.';
one rock, the whole album does,
Some people turn their noses up
and I wouldn't just say that.
at "Friday the 13th," thinking it's
It has won acceptance everyjust some dumb guy in a hockey
where - and how could it not with
mask that kills people for no reasuch people as John Medeski, Cody
son. Don't worry, there isn't a single
and Luther Dickinson (North Mishockey mask in this movie, and the
sissippi. All S.tars), and Robert
. killer isn't everyone's favorite
Randolph. They are very wellgoalie either.
known and very diverse in their
The ending is very open, screams
abilities. This ser.ves to galvanize
sequel, and could be the biggest
the album as a keeper and a classic.
shock of the movie.
-Jon Bachmeyer
Contributing Writer
-Dan Cox
Diversions Editor

Air, Zero 7, Tortoise, the
·; ·.
cooking. It will make anyone's
Doves, De La Soul, MastaAce, and
..
:•(
mouth water who is tired of cafete. · · ,.: /'< ·• ''•· · . .
ria food. Another great track is
.Dilated Peoples. Nearly all of the
:.. ~-~-l ;.· ..<'
"Air," where Grey sings about his
songs are gems from the.bottom of
the crate. This· should be a given,
'feeling of being on top of the world.
Mofro
Mo fro isn't some goofy band
considering the fact that all songs
on. a mixtape should be jewel$.
Blackwater
comprised of ignorant, stereotypiThe ·mixing abilities of the
(Fog <0ity Records)
cal hicks. Many of their songs have
a real message. Remember when
Automator are only evident b.etween a few tracks. Black Rob's
Sting used to sing about the rain
track "Smoothness" makes a
forest in the '80s? Remember why
"smooth" transition into the next
Going back to the South no one cared? It seemed like he
just picked some random problem
· track, "Positive Contact" by
for some great music
and declared it important.
.Deltron 3030. The momentum of
"Smoothness" seems to continu~
Some people, including myself,
On "Florida," it's 'easy to hear
. without delay into "Posi.tive Con-· might find the description ·of the sorrow in Grey's voice as he
tact." Constant momentum is the Mofro's music.on the back of their reminisces about the old Florida.
sure sign ofa perfect mix. The mix- album a little amusing. They de- He's worried all of Florida will be
ing transitions nicely between the scribe it as "front porch soul and paved over for amusement parks,
Automator's remix of Air's song ~·Le North Florida funk." That feeling highways and golf courses. "Now
· Soleil Est Pres. De Moi" and the of smugness would last only as long skyscrapers and superhighways are
. ligfit song" '.'Destiny" from zero ·7; ... as it took· you· to· ·put 'their'debiit ... carved through lheheart ofFIOrida/ ·
. and then from "Destiny" to "Sen- album, Blackwater, into your ste- building subdivisions while the
eca" from. Tortoise. The mixing reo.
swamps are drained/making room
doesn't disappoint between these
When the first song "Blackwa-. for people and amusement parksi
three songs.·
ter" comes on, that feeling of supe- It's like watching someone you love
The mixing certainly seems to riority leaves as you lean back in die slowffhey're killing her one
go by the wayside later in the al- your chair a little bit to enjoy the piece at a time."
· bum. When I saw him live, the 'smooth "front porch soul" with a
This album is great to listen to
Automator played. many of the little bit of "North Florida funk." on so many different levels. First
same songs that are on the album The most humbling experience is off, it's a great way to have a peek
and mixed them much better than realizing there is no other way to at Southern culture. Its music repthey were presented on this release. · describe their music.
resents this idea with its harmoniThere is enough overall quality in
JJ Grey, the lead vocalist and cas and their lyrics about old dirt
this album to merit an average grade, songwriter, grew up in the Cypress roads leading to a jukehouse.
but Dan the Automator could have. Swamps in Florida. He grew up There's a message here many
garnered a higher rating with more with guitarist Daryl Hance. They people may not be aware of. That
focus on the mixing. True fans went to England to audition for a message is there is an exterminawon't let this release slide.
record company, but the deal fell ti on of the culture that Mofro rep-Tim Fair, through. While they were there, resents.
-Dan Cox
Contributing Writer they ran into French bassist Fabrice
Diversions
Editor
Quent~n..
and
Australian
... ·'":·:.,.·.
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e've
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serious
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issues.
See you in the fall
••• have a great
summer!
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COCO'S
(859)491-1369

• DRINK FOR A $1.00
•

JOIN COCO'S PRE OR POST GAME TO CELEBRATE THE REDS FINAL
SEASON AT CINERGY FIELD. PRESENT YOUR TICKET/STUB AND
RECEIVE YOUR SECOND DRINK FOR $1.00
·

• LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR
• LIVEMUSIC
•. Yz PRICE.APPETIZER PRESENTTHISADDANDRECEIVE
- ANY APPETIZER FOR HALF OFF

• GREAT FOOD

CALIFORNIACUISINEBYOURAWARD

WINNING CHEF

•
•

RESERVATIONS ARE RECCOMMENDED ON WEEKENDS
CONVIENTLY LOCATED AT 322 GREENUP ST. IN COVINGTON

.

'

-TRA DISCOUNT FOR XAVIER STUDENTS
IR CONDITIONED UNITS AVAILABLE·
ERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
- 2 BLOCKS
.
'

MP·ORTANT SECURITY FEATURES
~

ASY WALK FROM CAMPUS

~

IGHT SIZE - RIGHT PRICE

. ALL CLIMATE EZ STOR
Just A FEW BLOCKS from campus
1720 Dana Ave.
396-STOR
(7867}
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afterwards at ·nana's. All are
welcome to attend. If neither of
these is up your alley, go see
Toolbox at 8 p.m. in Kelley
Auditorium.

l§i:x1)$!$t¥11}!jlj
May I
All right, stop what you 're doing, 'cause I'm about to ruin the
iinage and the sfyle that you're
used to ... man do I suck at introductions. Anyway, I'm the new
Calendar man, so you're gonna
have to put up With lame stuff like
that for the next year or so. Dan
left me with some pretty big shoes
to fill, so I shall try to do my best
to keep you informed and laugh. ing.
As you have probably already
noticed, the inspiration for this
week's calendar is none other than
Frank Stallone himself. Ifthis man
. is not a legend, then I don't know
who is. His acting is superb, and
his singing abilities rival those of
the Mormon Tabemacl.e Choir ...
but he doesn't have nine wives.
Anyway, today is National
"Save the Rhino Day." Go to the
zoo and set some rhinos free, and
then watch the city rangers not be
able to find them in the woods for
a good two months. After you
have liberated the incarcerated
one-homed beast, head over to the
new and improved Graduation
Coffee Hour .on the 10th floor of
Schott at 3 :30 p.m.
If coffee isn't your thing, try the
Commuter Services Ice Cream Social on the second floor of the
Gallagher Center, which will from
now on be referred to as "The G
Spot," thanks to the wits of a very
"busy" non-student, who will remain anonymous. To get in, you

By Jim Murphy To place an

itan.in the calendar, call 961-4479 or mail to ML 2129.

must prove you are acommuter by showing at least five
parking tickets you have obtained over the course of the
year.

THURSDAY
May2
Today has been dubbed Sibling Appreciation Day. This is
not to be confused withN ational
Incest Appreciation Day, which
happens sometime over the summer. I'm not exactly sure when,
thankfully. So call up that favorite brother or sister of yours and ·
Frank Stallone: The
tell him/her how much you apMan (allegedly), the
preciate all the times they pissed
Myth,The Legend.
you off while you were growing
Support the Xavier Singers at
up.
.
their concert tonight at 7:30 in the
On a lighter note, SAC will oe
Cintas Center Ballroom. Now don't
sponsormg a "Water Inflatables
bring any cigarettes, we don't want
Event" on the residential mall tothis place burning down, too. Plus,
day. I'm not stire if I want to
the Singers might get upset and go
know exactly what this entails,
but I hear Pamela Anderson's · on a singing rampage like in West
Side Story.
former silicone breast implants·
will be used. as some. ofthe tloata.~ ..
tion devices. That's just a rumor, don't go spreading it now.
May3
There is no confirmation
Well, we finally made it. This is
Pamela herself will be in attenthe last day of classes for the sedance, but there has been a buzz
that another famous person . mester. Celebrate by attending the
International Students' End of the
might just show up. Who, you
Year Picnic from 3:30p.m until
ask? Yep, you guessed it:

5:00p.m

Frank Stallone.

If firials make you want to kill
yourself, make sure you learn how
to do it the right way at the "A
Lesson Before Dying" .discussion
hosted by the :XU Libraries from
11 :00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. in the
CfockTower Lounge.' Iriiniecifately ·
following this discussion will be
another discussion entitled,
'W-hat Was Up w:ith Chris
Ortman 's Hair Last Week?"
Ani DiFranco performs .at the
TaftTheatre tonight. Her lifelong
dream has been to perform on
stage with just a guitar and a microphone ... ·and lots of women
gawking at her. So go support the
cause. Long live Lilith Fair!

SATURDAY
May4

Sitter needed for my 4-year-old
daughter. Looking for enthusiastic, caring and responsible nonsmoker with own transportation.
Flexible schedule, 1-2 afternoons
during the school year, occasional
evenings, and additional summer
hours. Call 677-5093. References
required.
CTI, a local healthcare service
company, is looking for research
associate. Must be available a minimum of 20 hrs/week. Please contact Cindy Schulten at 598-9290 or
you can email your resume to
cschulten@ctifacts.com.
Housekeeping and childcare in
Hyde Park home. Two great kids
and good schedule. Good pay and
flexieble stµ-t date. Call Suzanne
Mullerat321-8195.

·For Rent
Fully furnished student housing on Dana Avenue. Various floor
plans available for two or more
people. Rates as low as $265/person. Please call 532-5151.
3BR apt. on Dana Ave across
from Joseph Building and the
South Lot No need for parking
pass due to short walk to XU. Wtr
pd. $800/month. Call Laura 7312800 or 615-4091.

May5
While you are getting your rehab
on due to the large hangover that
usually accompanies this day,
don't forget to study for your fmals.
They start tomorio~.· ·Butin tl1e
midst of burying yourself in notes
and books, don't forgetto celebrate
Midwives' Day. So go out, get
yourself pregnant, and hire
someone to deliver your baby for
you. Respect the midwives.

MONDAY,
. May6

Final ex~ begin today. These
have-always been the bane of my
existence. I believe I shall find
myself using more profanities than
Dave Chapelle did last weekend
because of all the work I have to
do. Maybe I will go see Down at
Bogart's at 8 p.m. to relieve some
. of my tension. Or perhaps I will
· just castrate Cueva.

Ah yes; the Kentucky· Derby
happens today. I never understood
why Louisville (pronounce it
however you want to) devotes an
entire week to a race that lasts
.
.
about one minute. But there's a lot
of.other thingsJ .don't understand . .
about Kentuckians, like why they
May7
have to have documented proof
Well this has been fun and all, ·
they are not related when applying
but I'm running out of space. So
for a marriage license.
good luck to everyone on your fi-.
For the 10 students who will not
nals, have a great summer, and best
be attending Pig Roast today,
ofluck to all those who are graduBACCHUS is sponsoring a Night
ating. Until next year, I'm out like a
at the Movies tonight. Discussion
deaf kid in musical chairs.
over the movie will take place

'TUESDAY

Help Wanted
Summer .day camp located
north of Cincinnati is hiring counselors. All necessary training provided, great hours, excellent pay
and fun summer experience. Call
Amap.daat(513) 772-5888 ext 204.

SUNDAY

D, driveway, porches, no pets.
$ l, 100. Available after 5/31.
(513)984-8576.

To place a classified ad call Renee at 745-3561
3 BR/2 bath less than one mile
from XU. Central air, D/W, free
laundry, off-street parking. Call
Paulat739-7874.
XU StudentS: summer houses
available! 4 BR, $235/month,
great location near campus, top
two floors ofhouse, W/D, single
rooms, full patio/porch, A/C.
Owner is XU grad! Call 2~2-5731
or 794-1377 for more infonnation.

ing, security lighting, garbage disposals, dishwashers and new appli- ·
ances. If you are looking to economize, the bedrooms are large enough ·
to share. These apartments are a
must~see and won't last long. For a
showing, call Ian at 253-7368 or 388. 9979.

Forrent 3 BR/2 bath. Spacious 3
BR house, walking distance to campus and Kroger. This property fea- ·
tures off-s'1"eet parking, detached
garage, ceramic and hardwood
Awesome 5 BR house less
floors, large living room and dining
than one mile from XU, newly reroom. and beautiful yard. For an apmodeled throughout. Living and
dining roonis, large kitchen, D/ . . pointment, contactTimat325-86to:
Only$ l, 150/month.
W, front porch, rear deck, offs treet parking, free laundry.
House forrent- 3618 Idlewild.
Available June 1. $1,200/month.
3BR, completely renovated house.
Call Paul at 739-7874;
Five minute walk to campus. Living
room, dining room, eat-in kitchen,
Norwood 4 BR on second
full basement with washer and dryer.
floor of two-family house. 3804
Elsmere Ave. Stove and refrigeraSleeps four comfortably. New AC:,,
tor included. Free laundry. Deck . great off-street parking, great landand AC. $900/month plus utililords! $850/month. Call Diane at 7454266 or351-4936.
ties. Available .June 2002. Call
731-2131.
Awesome 1 BR apt. Short walk
to campus, furnished, utilities paid.
For Rent: 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 BR.
$495/month. Call 241-4107.
Stunning luxury apartments,
newly renovated and close to
Large 2 & 3 BR available. On
campus. Set. in majestic turn of
Dana across from South lot and Jothe century mansi_on, these
seph. Large enough for 3-4 people.
apartments feature: finished
Off-street parking, laundry, secured
wood floors, ceramic tile, ceiling
buildin en doors Wtr. Pd. & also
fan laund AC off-street ark-

giving away free DVD player at
move in. $800 - $900/month. Call
Laura 731-2800or615-4091. ..
Large 3 BR, DR, LR, den, new
kitchen and bath; balcony, C/A, DI
W, freeW/D, off-street parking. 2
blocks from campus, 1 block to
Kroger. $930/month. Available
June, July, or August. Call Pat at
396-7287.
House for rent. 10 minute walk
.to Xavier. 3906 IVclJlhoe. 2BR/1 bath
-$580. 3-5 BR/2bath-$ l,OOQ. 6-

8BR/3 bath - $1,500. Please call
tiffiat745-0770. ··
·
Channing lg. 2 BR. apt. Second
floor of3 fam. walk to XU. Porch,
W/D, no pets. 1943 Cleneay Ave.
$680/month+dep.(513) 984-8576.
2 BR on Cleneay before Montgomery Rd. 3 minute walk to Cintas
Center and class. No need for a
.parking pass due to short walk to
class. Plenty of private off-street
parking. 3 newly renovated apts.
with AC, laundry, clean, well~main
tained bldg. $650/month. Includes
ht and wtr. Willing to lease one apt
to one person at discounted rate.
Call Laura 731-2800.or 615-4091.
Large 4 BR apt. in 2 fam. Newly
renovated, great location on
HudsonAve. Walk to XU. CIA, WI

Apt, for rent. Nice neighborhood, less than 1 112 miles from
XU. 3-4 BR in 2 family. Laundry,
off-street prk, private entry,. no
pets. $900/month+ utilities. Available May 25. 351-7346, leave message.
Hyde Park 3 BR, 2815 Observatory, 2 family house. $950/month,
water included, available June 15.
3254615.
Home 4 rent: short walk to campus at 3604 Idlewild; 2 BR, 1 bath,
LR, DR, equiped kitchen, full basement, laundry, newly refinished,
$600/month plus utilities. Available
the end of August. Call 396-SALE.
Summer apartment availableown bedroom, across the street
from Dana Ave, off-street parking.
Available May-July. Call 616-9000.
Apartment available- 2-3 BR on
Ivanhoe Ave. For next year, nice
neighborhood. Call 616-9000.

Miscellaneous
Need cash? Everybody's
Records in Pleasant Ridge pays
cash for CDs and LP.s. Come
browse our wide selection of rock,
R&B, rap, jazz, blues and more.
6106 Montgomery Road.
Self-storage - 24 hr. drive-up.
Minutes away. Cle.an. Affordable.
st.· Bernard Self-Storage. 1020
KieleyPlace. 641-4772.

